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THE LOOP: coming home, not going...
BY: Gresser
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The office is quiet, there are no
staff in sight, it’s late at night and
camp is nearing its end, and everyone is just sad and depressed…
NOT IN OUR CAMP! This scenario
probably took place in some other
camp cause in CGI Detroit as the
days shrink were only getting louder.
Camp being over may seem sad but
it isn't a time to cry it’s a time
where we plan ahead to make sure
where taking the right things home
like our “my Rambam” books and
Chosidel prizes and our “get in the
loop” collections, and to make sure
we leave the right things behind
like our half eaten jaw-breakers or
our stinky socks that we never
washed…
We have to keep in mind that we

did here for four weeks wasn't a
four week program away from
home and now were going back

home.
NO! We’re coming home, which
means we will bring what we
have here and come home, not
Chas V’shalom to leave anything!
So now that you have a clear
understanding on what needs to
happen at the end of the summer, now we can look back at

the beginning.
B”h this summer was the greatest
summer these grounds of camp
has ever seen, after discussing it at
great length with the RC tree he
admitted to me that he hasn't
been happier!
I really hope gan Yisroel will remain with each and every one of
you until next year, when we will
reunite on the steps of the AFRAME may it be soon!
Besser n’ gresser
Signing out.
CGIDETROIT@THELOOP.COM
P.s. we still don’t know who we are
or what we live so you can just
send us a letter to our address...

BESSER N’ GRESSER; don’t be a horse!
Besser once owned 2 beautiful white
horses and gresser wanted them so
he had an idea to go in middle of the
night and take them from besser’s
barn, (don’t try this at home…)
besser was woken up by the sound of
noise and ran to the barn where he
found only one horse in his barn and
a strange looking man holding onto
the last remaining horse. Besser
couldn't hold himself back and started to scream at gresser for stealing
his horse, gresser being a wise man
responded; “no. master, I am your

horse, I fulfilled my mission here in
this world so I turned back into a
human!”, besser being a little not
wise believed him and got really
excited so he said “k, good night”.

and your already a horse again!...”

The next day besser went to the
white horse market to buy a new
white horse (because his old white
horse, turned back into a human)
and he found non other than his
horse! He was so upset so he
slapped the horse in the face and
said “one day back in this world

Now that summers over its about
time for besser n’ gresser to find
themselves… we will be going on a
journey to the mike n’ ike mountains
to ask them how they found themselves… if you happen to be in the
area find us and say hi!

The lesson is that we cant go home
and turn back into our own self's…
we have to remain in the spirit of gan
Yisroel “in all that we do”.

Goodbye Gan Yisroel!
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A CAMPER SPEAKS; grand trip(s)
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“EVEN BSHAS
MAISEH IT WAS A
CHUCKLE
CHUCKLE

muffins,
each one
had only
one
blueberry but I
Dear Shmiary,
got lucky and got two blueberI’m a little tired because we just had the ry's!
grand trip so ill make it quick;
Then when I went down the
Well, the truth is that my tiredness really slide I thought I flipped and
started in the morning, when we were
then I really didn’t...
woken up like super early...
Anyway, next we went to a lake
Then we started off in this mountain
where we thought we were
sliding place and I knew we were gonna going swimming and then
go there because my tatty told me that
Craig’s cruisers, I drove a cart
he went in 5755, and they served us
all by myself!!! And then my

BECAUSE HOSA

Until next time. Bye.

CAMP HISTORY; the trilogy

DINA MADE ITCHE
KADDOZY’S

BY: Besser

WATER COOLER’S

Those who were here for
the past two years may
have noticed a slight
connection between the
past three staff plays.

ALARM CLOCK
RING”
- a rock

Yes, this is not a dream
they truly have a connection, a big one indeed.
Our play takes plays in
the 1600’s. in the three
play story line, our play
takes place just as
Shabtai tzvi was becoming big.
Shimon the Porush
who appeared in our
play was seen in last
years play as well, but
that was years later,
what we saw in this play
was Shimon the Porush
building himself up, to
reach what we saw in
last years play.

Shabtai’s appearance
of 5777

GET

counselor was kicked off the ride...
So we went sand dunning, it was so
scary but I wasn’t scared...
And then we went to a really really big
water park, they said its the biggest one
in mid north east upper America!
And that’s why I’m so tired... But it was
totally worth it for the most amazing
grandest trip ever!!!
"Only B'shas Maiseh can you Derher why
it’s called a 'grand' trip..."
Wait wait wait! If the grand trip is over
now, then that means that.... Oy, it went
by so quick, I can’t believe it!??! "THANK
YOU FOR A SUMMER SO DEAR!"

IN

THE

LOOP

This may all seem very
confusing, and the reason for that is because it
is most definitely confusing!

in to the garbage of Shabtai
tzvi, what we saw was
something that happened
to thousands of communities, swept up one by one
A little background may as seen here…. After this
story we are ready to sit
help;
Sorry I don’t have a little back and relax and enjoy
background, I have a big the staff plays of 77, 78,
and now 79!
background, and don’t
Tune in next year for part
have the appropriate
four; where Shabtai returns
time to explain it, but
to take down his “follower”
believe me it makes
Shimon the Porush.
sense.
In short the last 2 plays (HINT: Shimon isn't actually
on Shabti's side, and Shab(77 and 78) were after
tai know good and well
Shabtai tzvi started his
reign, things were more thanks to the Rav who is
official at that point. Our low-key on Shabtai’s side.
story brings us back be- Watch as Shabtai comes up
fore al that, when things with a genius plan to reveal
this truth and how the plan
weren't as official. We
see a community at a los backfires on Shabtai, until
and how easily they give 5781 when Shabtai fights
back. When he will finally
be victorious in the staff
play of 5787

Song sheet tester...
HISTORY: fizz Rabin is a massive Chossid, he likes to Farbreng about how the Rebbe loves each and every one of us, he had a
song writing career almost as good as Mendel Vogel in the year
5768. Amongst his famous songs is “amongst the Chassidim” all
in all his songs are “allowed” by the real Chasidim. (some people
are mistaken and think that the only words to the song is “the
water so calm” they are wrong.) This song has specific connection to
the end of summer so THE LOOP brought it here;
The water’s so calm
The birds sing with charm,
The sun’s spreading forth its
bright light,
The oars swish with grace,
I speed up my pace,
The noise from the shore is
no more…
Oh Gan Yisroel where are
you,
En-gage me please,
In a dream, a vision,
A brush of wind in air,
I feel estranged and distant,
Something’s incorrect,
Gan Yisroel, I need you,
I must reconnect.
My boat turned around,
My heart starts to pound,
The A-frame is growing in
size.
Joy fills the void,
That engulfed me before,
The lonesomeness gone – it’s
no more.

Oh Gan Yisroel I have you
You’re sweet as can be,
You give me the comfort,
The support that I need,
I feel familiar and welcome
Everything’s just right
Gan Yisroel I thank you,
By day and by night.
The banquet begins,
My mind starts to spin,
How will I manage to leave?
It dawned on me then,
That it ersht begins when,
Gan Yisroel shines forth from
within…
Oh Gan Yisroel I have you
You’ve shown me the way,
To cherish a moment,
How a yid spends his day.
To be happy and proud
And feel, lucky too
I thank you Gan Yisroel,
Gan Yisroel thank you!

CAMP TRIVIA

Who came up with the idea to make a
play first, BMD or real camp?
 Is that what HC Levi wears every day out
of camp?
 So… HC Menachem was supposed to
be?
 How did the campers know it the whole
time, was it that obvious?
 Is it by chance that the grand trip is at
the end of the summer
 How many times were you by mountain
sliding?
 AGAIN WHO IS GRESSER AND WHO
IS BESSER, WE STILL DON’T KNOW!?
 What was for supper on the grand trip?
 Does camp have a massive freezer full
of mayonnaise pasta that they take out
every year for the grand trip?
 “Why, when leaving camp do people cry,
I don’t understand what I see, its not
such a big deal to me?”
ANY ANSWERS? - LET US KNOW!


CAMP NEWS



We had Sunday! Well besides for the fast…



Wednesday was cool



We planted a tree making Chosidel history! (see
page 4)



Then we ordered our sandwiches



I like tuna, but the bread is always soggy so really I
want jelly, but then the bread is sticky, so ill just
take cheese, actually in the end I got tuna.



I WENT ON A SLIDE THAT GOES DOWN A MOUNTAIN ALL BY MYSELF!



Yarmulke and tzitzis! ♪♫



“now my tzitzis smell weird” ♪♫



Wait so if todays is shabbos, does that mean
that there's 2 days left…. Waaa… waaaa…..



We didn't break out a BMD play



Was there a BMD play?



We also didn't break out the staff play



On Tuesday the staff all left camp and paid someone else to set up the play



RECORD: quickest time it took to build up a staff
play

NEVER MISS YOUR DAILY RAMBAM!
It was said once and ill say it again, as camp comes to an end, we must remember
to continue the limud harambam throughout the year!
Reminder: don’t leave your book in camp, pack it up!

CHOSIDEL 2.0 MAKING HISTORY!!!
We planted a Chosidel orcherd, that means that this wasn't an event for fun and now
we walk away, we will watch these trees grow until produce is born! You will be
back next year and next year and together we will watch a Chosidel makes its mark
here in admas kodesh!

Stay tuned for many more amazing events!!!

